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SUDDEN VALLEY COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION 1 
  BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING MINUTES 2 

THURSDAY, MARCH 10TH, 2016 3 
DANCE BARN 4 

7:00 PM 5 
In Attendance:         6 

Leslie McRoberts, President 7 
Carol Bauman, Vice President     8 
Grace Shaffner, Secretary     9 
Carol Houlton, Treasurer – EXCUSED ABSENCE 10 
Samantha Rorabaugh 11 
David Narsico 12 
Mike D’Angelo 13 
Gail Chiarello 14 
Mike Ashby 15 
Linda Bradley, N&E Chair 16 
Rich Bailey, ACC Chair 17 
  18 

 19 
 20 
Community Members: 17 21 
 22 
Sudden Valley Staff: Mitch Waterman, Managing Director 23 
   Sarah Pratt, Administrative Specialist 24 
    25 
 26 

I. CALL TO ORDER 27 
      a.   The meeting was called to order at 7:00 PM. 28 

II. ROLL CALL 29 
a. All were present with the exception of Director Houlton, who had an excused 30 

absence. 31 
III. ADOPTION OF AGENDA 32 

a. Director D’Angelo requested the addition of an agenda item to review a 33 
Memorandum of Understanding from the Emergency Preparedness Committee.  It 34 
was added as item “I” under “Discussion Topics”. 35 

b. Director D’Angelo also reminded the Board of the Red Cross agreement, telling 36 
them to refer to a prior Board packet for information. 37 

c. MD Mitch Waterman requested the addition of an agenda item to overview 38 
yesterday’s storm damage.  39 

d. The MD also stated that he will be requesting the repair of a damaged roof on one 40 
of our structures. 41 

e. President McRoberts proposed moving discussion topics A and B in front of 42 
Property Owner comments (after announcements) to allow property owners to 43 
hear new information regarding these items before they comment. 44 

f. The agenda was adopted as amended. 45 
IV. ANNOUNCEMENTS 46 
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a. Director D’Angelo announced that the librarian at the South Whatcom Library 47 
was part of a select group of individuals who were chosen to participate in a 48 
national conference. 49 

A.  2016 Spending Plan/Barn 7 Status Report 50 
a. The MD referred to the Board’s previous authorization of $75,000 to obtain a 51 

design plan for Barns 7/8.  After preliminary discussions with multiple contractors 52 
and staff, the MD now believes this is an unwise choice.  The proposed work 53 
involves taking out significant loans.  The mortgage payment on these loans is 54 
estimated to exceed 50% of SVCA’s annual CRRRF funding based on the best 55 
case scenario. 56 

b. He proposed down-scoping the project to obtain a replacement cost proposal and 57 
estimate for Barn 7 only.   58 

c. If only Barn 7 is replaced, this creates a large debt that leaves numerous other 59 
failed buildings awaiting resolution.  Management needs a comprehensive facility 60 
plan to address community needs as a whole.  Under the current dues structure, 61 
Sudden Valley cannot maintain the facilities it owns.   62 

d. 42% of our existing facilities are at the end of their life cycle.  Several are beyond 63 
their life.  Removing Barn 6 without rebuilding the maintenance area eliminates 64 
our snowplowing capability. 65 

e. 23% of the facilities need significant revitalization.  Because of last night’s 66 
windstorm, the roof off of Area Z’s tall shed was ripped off, requiring a shutdown 67 
of Area Z due to loose sheet metal being blown around.   68 

f. 34% of our facilities can be maintained if properly funded, which we are not.  69 
This does not include all other things like roads, pools, parking lots, forest 70 
management, culverts, or ditches.   71 

g. The 2016 estimated Operational Dues income is 7.5% less than the actual 72 
collected in 2012.  Professional service costs have continued to rise, with the 73 
result being less funding for services.  Continued demand and an expectation for 74 
us to perform remains. 75 

h. Sudden Valley continues to significantly underfund Capital reserves as called by 76 
the 2010 and 2013 Reserve Studies; our maintenance backlog continues to grow. 77 

i. The MD asked the Board to create a very comprehensive plan (not a three-year 78 
plan) defining which buildings to keep, which to demolish, which amenities and 79 
services are to be provided, along with the funding strategy for these things.  80 

i. Discussion followed.  The plumbing for the Creekside Café is in Barn 7, 81 
along with the fire system.  There are multiple issues.  If the Barn is not 82 
replaced with a new building, in about 18 months our auditors would call 83 
it an operational expense. 84 

ii. President McRoberts clarified the MD’s last point, stating that it is a 85 
potential capital cost if the building is replaced, or an operational expense 86 
if we do not.  The MD suggested looking at the consequences for each 87 
person’s individual home value if the Barn were to collapse. 88 

iii. Director Bradley sought clarification as she thought the discussion was to 89 
demolish Barn 7 anyways.  She inquired about the Café’s utilities. 90 

1. The MD explained that in order to try and save the foundation, 91 
they would have to drive pins through the foundation to stabilize it, 92 
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but that there is no guarantee of success.  If the Barn is 93 
demolished, we would not be allowed to leave the foundation 94 
intact.  If the foundation was pulled and artifacts were discovered, 95 
the entire process would slow to a crawl.  96 

2. He noted that the plumbing for the café were reconnected through 97 
the kitchen in Barn 7.  The electronic/fire alarm is also located in 98 
the Barn 7’s air-conditioning room. 99 

iv. President McRoberts stated that the Board of Directors owns this problem.  100 
Something of this scope is not appropriate for delegation to a committee.  101 
She proposed the Board, acting as a Committee of the Whole, spend time 102 
between now and the beginning of August to try and solve some of the 103 
problems that people have been ignoring for years.  She would like to be 104 
able to make a recommendation that can be put forward at the 2016 AGM.  105 

1. Director Chiarello inquired if the charge given to the SST2 was 106 
essentially the same thing.  President McRoberts stated that the 107 
goal is actually very different.  The SST2 is no longer looking at 108 
Barn 7/8.  The Board itself has to look at all aspects and 109 
implications of this. 110 

2. Director Bradley pointed out that Survey Monkey is an ideal tool 111 
to find out what the community wants.  She suggested placing a 112 
deadline so that people are driven to participate, along with 113 
providing paper forms for those who don’t have computer access.  114 

a. President McRoberts stated the need to develop questions 115 
for any potential surveys – what kind of questions should 116 
be asked to get the information needed? 117 

3. Director D’Angelo asked what would be required of Sudden 118 
Valley if Barn 7 were to be demolished.   There needs to be some 119 
form of a plan in place.  120 

a. The MD explained that getting a replacement cost proposal 121 
allows them to go to the County and say, “here’s the scope 122 
of the project, what requirements will you ask of us?” 123 

4. Director Rorabaugh wanted to know how this relates to the LRPC.  124 
She agreed that this is a Board-owned project but that the Board 125 
and the LRPC need to work together.  President McRoberts invited 126 
information and input from the LRPC. 127 

5. Director Bauman asked if demolishing Barn 7 is the only option - 128 
is rebuilding totally off the table?  President McRoberts stated that 129 
the Barn is coming down either way.  Director Ashby concurred.  130 

6. Director Narsico asked about insurance and the project’s scope. 131 
7. Director Rorabaugh stated that we have to consider what the MD 132 

said - we are continuously underfunded in Capital.  One way to fix 133 
that is to look at other Capital assets and decide if you need them.  134 
How many buildings does the community need or want, and what 135 
are they willing to support? 136 

8. Director D’Angelo asked about the risk of taking the Barn down 137 
and the County restricting any further work. 138 
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a. The MD explained that there are generally accepted rules 139 
by the County.  If you take down a Capital structure, you 140 
are allowed a certain period of time to rebuild.  SVCA 141 
would obtain a permit for demolition and go to the County 142 
with an already-developed plan.  An agreement would be 143 
part of the initial demolition.   144 

i. Director D’Angelo pointed out that Sudden Valley 145 
is part of the watershed, which restricts rebuilding 146 
to the existing building footprint. 147 

1. The MD noted that this is why a study 148 
would be completed and an estimate 149 
generated.  The process engages us with the 150 
County on their rebuild requirements. 151 

9. Rich Bailey stated that he would like to see a bid estimate.  The 152 
MD said he is not comfortable asking that of a contractor when it 153 
would most likely not be awarded. 154 

10. Director Bradley inquired about the already-approved $75,000.  155 
The MD stated they will not need the full amount and will be 156 
going before the Finance Committee with a change order for 157 
probably half that amount.  Director Bradley noted that she would 158 
like to see a Capital Request go before the Finance Committee.  159 
The MD concurred.   160 

11. Director Ashby wanted to pursue bids for the project.  The MD 161 
responded, saying that he finds bidding unethical when it’s 162 
essentially asking for free estimating.  He roughly estimates the 163 
project to run about $35,000 - $40,000. 164 

12. Director Rorabaugh inquired about the purpose of an independent, 165 
third party estimate. 166 

a. The MD explained that the design firm puts together a 167 
package for the customer, which is what the contractor is 168 
held accountable to make a bid against.  If he asks the 169 
design firm to offer an estimate for the job, then he is 170 
relying on the same contractor for both design and estimate.  171 
There are no checks and balances when that happens.  172 
Outside estimating firms provide a total project cost and 173 
when contractors bid, we can evaluate their bid against our 174 
owner’s estimate. 175 

13. Discussion followed. 176 
14. President McRoberts proposed the Committee of the Whole start 177 

meeting at least twice a month, beginning a week from tonight. 178 
ACTION ITEM:  Arrange for the COW to meet in the Dance Barn on March 17th at 179 
7:00 p.m.  180 

V. PROPERTY OWNER COMMENTS  181 
a. A member referred to the asset tour they had recently attended.  He recalled the 182 

Board saying at that time that they would do both Barns at once, otherwise the 183 
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approach is piecemeal.  He expressed frustration that this does not seem to be 184 
going anywhere. 185 

b. A member inquired if there is an industry standard for cost-per-square-foot in 186 
commercial buildings.  He felt an income source should be established beforehand 187 
in order to make an intelligent decision, as well as steps put in place. 188 

i. The MD responded, stating that the industry average is $80-120 per square 189 
foot if there is an existing foundation.  He referenced his comments made 190 
at the beginning of the meeting that addressed funding. 191 

c. A member asked why this matter needs to be decided by August.  President 192 
McRoberts explained that this is going to go before the membership at the AGM.  193 
The member advocated for this process to be done well, saying we cannot afford 194 
to get it wrong.  They also advocated for membership input and the Board 195 
providing options for the membership to consider.  The first could be a minimalist 196 
approach, the second option middle-ground, and the third; an attainable “luxury” 197 
option. 198 

d. A member commented on several car accidents that have recently happened just 199 
inside Gate 3.  He noted the cause as people who speed as they come down from 200 
Harborview Drive.  He suggested speed bumps, and noted that the road striping is 201 
gone.  He asked the Board to consider restriping the road and placing a speed 202 
bump in the area.   203 

i. The MD answered, saying the water district is doing work on Harborview 204 
and that a speed bump is already planned. 205 

e. A member asked about decreasing the speed limit on the road. 206 
f. Additional comments were made on the speed issue and safety in the Harborview 207 

area. 208 
g. A member commented on how well the MD’s Barn report was done, but voiced 209 

concerns with waiting to fix the structure.  He also felt that the behavior of several 210 
Board members on Facebook was ethically incorrect and urged the Board to work 211 
together. 212 

VI. BOARD COMMENTS 213 
a. Director Bradley referred to multiple small dues increases over the years, noting 214 

the predetermined allocation of those dues to the operations and capital funds.  215 
She said that the dues need to be reallocated.  The increases proposed for the 216 
SGM will not help as they are already allocated for specific things. 217 

b. Director Chiarello expressed appreciation to President McRoberts for her 218 
willingness to place the measure on the ballot. 219 

c. Director Bauman asked committee chairs who had not turned in signed Codes of 220 
Conduct to do so. 221 

VII. MEMBER PRESENTATIONS 222 
a. No presentations.  223 

VIII. DISCUSSION TOPICS 224 
a. Proposed Marina Upgrade 225 

i. The MD handed out flyers for the proposed Marina upgrade.   226 
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ii. He overviewed the handout, explaining that individuals park differently 227 
depending on what kind of boat they have.  The Marina is an unaligned, 228 
dysfunctional parking area.  Last year, staff laid out a plan for what it 229 
would take to fix the problems at the Marina. 230 

1. Outstanding issues include a lack of organization with undefined 231 
lanes; accidents have happened. 232 

2. Gravel potholes constantly appear – repairs are conducted but they 233 
are not permanent.  The gravel is not level. 234 

3. The existing Marina area is about 153,000 square feet.  It is 235 
necessary to repair and grade the dry storage area and create 236 
clearly defined lanes.  He believes they can put in 21-29 new dry 237 
storage spaces.  He explained the need for additional spaces as 238 
there are currently only four dry slip openings and a large waiting 239 
list.  Work elements will include taking the existing permit and 240 
going to the County and asking for permission to do the additional 241 
work.  This action has to be taken in May as June marks the arrival 242 
of the boats and the subsequent inability to do any work in the 243 
area.  The project will require utility marking, temporary relocation 244 
of boats, scraping of the area, bringing in up to 700 tons of gravel, 245 
and grading below the level of the existing potholes.  They will 246 
then roll and compact the gravel, placing concrete bumpers and 247 
lane markers.  New boulders will be placed at the spit to prevent 248 
access, along with new signage. 249 

4. The MD has spoken with Rick Gray and determined that we have 250 
the money for this project.  It will come down to the County 251 
allowing us to use the existing permit.  He is planning on 252 
approaching the County on Monday or Tuesday for this purpose. 253 

5. Discussion followed regarding how the lanes would be painted, 254 
along with how the actual cost can be determined after 255 
approaching the County.  Discussion also involved the potential of 256 
raising Marina costs next year. 257 

6. After discussion, the MD stated that he would provide Director 258 
Ashby with last year’s rental chart.  He pointed out that boat 259 
owners are required to pay for the entire year up front, which 260 
means there is a large influx of cash from January through March.  261 

7. Director Bradley recalled the Association previously raising the 262 
Marina rates by a large margin, causing a significant decrease in 263 
rentals. 264 

8. Director Shaffner noted that making the Marina better would 265 
justify a higher rate and people would be more willing to pay. 266 
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9. Director Rorabaugh agreed that a modest price increase would be 267 
acceptable with these improvements.  She asked about the effect 268 
on access and parking during the May construction period.  The 269 
MD explained that a fire lane would provide limited access. 270 

10. President McRoberts asked if this proposal was slated to go before 271 
the Finance Committee next week.  The MD affirmed that it was, 272 
and that it would go before the Board for approval when the permit 273 
is released by the County.  Discussion followed. 274 

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE:  The Board took a five-minute break for personal privilege 275 
at 8:31 p.m.  Business resumed at 8:38 p.m. 276 

b. Memorial Benches 277 
i. Director Narsico presented his proposal for memorial benches, stating that 278 

it is nearly the same as his original request with the exception of two 279 
updates in response to Board-requested changes.  He checked with the 280 
ACC regarding design, but discovered that the benches would be on 281 
common property which is outside the ACC’s scope of authority.  He felt 282 
that these benches are a contribution to the community and suggested that 283 
maintenance be provided by SVCA’s Maintenance staff.  The goal is that 284 
a bench requiring minimal maintenance would be chosen.  285 

1. The MD asked if there was a mechanism in place to request a 286 
memorial bench.  Director Narsico acknowledged that there should 287 
be a process for this. 288 

2. The MD also noted that despite the benches being outside the 289 
purview of ACC, he would still be more comfortable deferring to 290 
them because of the subjective nature of color choices.  He also 291 
expressed concern about the potential of a macabre environment if 292 
the benches proliferated. 293 

3. President McRoberts was concerned with Board approval being 294 
needed every time a bench is requested.  She did not want to ask 295 
Maintenance to do more than is already asked of them. 296 

4.  Director Bauman suggested the ACC predesignate locations for 297 
bench placement.  Once those areas are used, there are no more 298 
locations available.  She also expressed concern over Maintenance 299 
needing to maintain the benches, Director Rorabaugh concurred. 300 

5. Discussion followed. 301 
ACTION ITEM:  Place this item on the agenda for the next Board meeting. 302 

c. Teleconferencing Guidelines 303 
i. Director Rorabaugh presented suggested guidelines for teleconferencing at 304 

Board meetings.  305 
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1. The ideal solution is using WebEx, a tool used for online meetings.  306 
It has been proven to be reliable and has a number of ideal 307 
features. 308 

ii. The suggested guidelines mandate 48 hours’ notice that telepresence will 309 
be needed for a particular meeting.  All attendees will be muted upon 310 
entry.  Board members must be able to access a mobile or desktop app in 311 
order to “raise” their hands to speak.  Director Rorabaugh noted that this 312 
will be brought back to the meeting to vote on as an official policy. 313 

1. President McRoberts requested the addition of a statement saying 314 
that teleconference is not allowed in closed session. 315 

2. Director Bauman asked that the requesting individual contact 316 
either the President or Vice President to have the equipment set up.  317 

3. Director Chiarello asked if a software download was necessary to 318 
use this feature.  Director Rorabaugh said there may be a small, 319 
onetime download but that you should be able to access the 320 
meeting via a web address. 321 

4. Discussion followed. 322 
d. Policies for Solicitation Permits 323 

i. President McRoberts explained the results of the surveys that were posed 324 
to the community.  The general consensus was that residents do not want 325 
to be bothered.  The only option with some positive feedback was the one 326 
supporting student solicitation for school or club-related purposes.  With 327 
this information, President McRoberts created a proposed solicitation 328 
policy.    329 

1. Director Chiarello expressed disappointment in the survey results. 330 
ii. President McRoberts stated that this will be brought back to the next 331 

meeting for a vote. 332 
e. SVCA Website 333 

i. Director Bradley noted numerous inaccuracies on the calendar and on the 334 
website. 335 

ii. Lisa Letchworth explained the typical procedure for website postings, 336 
noting the recent website hack as the cause of the inaccuracies.  337 

1. The attack was purely random, and likely due to a weak password.  338 
The website is now accessed with an encrypted password and 339 
protected with an additional layer of security by means of a 340 
program called WordFence.  Overall monitoring has also 341 
increased.  342 

2. She stated that staff is putting in considerable extra effort towards 343 
repairing the unlinked documents caused by the hack. 344 

ACTION ITEM:  Contact website developer regarding backups for the website. 345 
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f. Reevaluate Pet-Friendly Areas 346 
i. Director Bauman explained that she had a request from a homeowner 347 

asking if the dog-friendly areas could be expanded in Sudden Valley.  348 
There are signs posted prohibiting pets in some areas.  Director Bauman 349 
examined the Rules & Regulations and did not find anything beyond the 350 
fact that pets must be on leashes.  She would like to consider removing the 351 
signage prohibiting pets in the currently-restricted areas.  Director 352 
D’Angelo stated that he would help Director Bauman take on this task. 353 

1. Director Rorabaugh suggested the Parks & Recreation LRPC 354 
subcommittee address this issue, Director Ashby concurred. 355 

2. Director D’Angelo will meet with Director Bauman to draft a 356 
proposal for the April work session. 357 

g. HAM MOU  358 
i. Director D’Angelo requested that the Board read the MOU he distributed 359 

and be ready for discussion and voting at the next Board meeting. 360 
h. Storm Damage 361 

i. The Managing Director presented a brief report on damage from 362 
yesterday’s windstorm. 363 

1. The Area Z tall shed that was slated for repair lost siding and part 364 
of the roof was blown off. 365 

2. Wintercress Way was blocked by downed trees.  The trees have 366 
since been removed. 367 

3. There were multiple downed trees, cars and houses were hit, and 368 
roads were closed.  Maintenance was able to clear most of these 369 
situations. 370 

4. 29 Honeycomb Lane:  a tree punctured the roof and porch. 371 
5. The homeowner called in a contractor for damage at 325A Sudden 372 

Valley Drive. 373 
6. 34 Grandview: a tree punctured the roof. 374 
7. Security worked to block streets, put up lights, and direct traffic 375 

while the situations were mitigated.  All roads were cleared today. 376 
ii. The MD referred to a prior discussion regarding either repairing or 377 

demolishing the tall shed in Area Z.  An estimate for repair was just 378 
received for $18,000.  The MD was planning on approaching the 379 
Executive Committee for permission to either repair the shed or knock it 380 
down because the damage from the storm is a liability.  381 

1. Director Shaffner inquired if the increased damage would translate 382 
into a larger estimate for repair.  The MD clarified that 383 
replacement of the siding was already included in the original bid.  384 

IX. MEMBER COMMENTS 385 
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a. No comments. 386 
X. ADJOURNMENT 387 

The meeting was adjourned at 9:33 p.m. 388 
 389 
 390 
Minutes Approved By: 391 
 392 

 393 

 394 

                                                                                                  Grace Shaffner, Board of Directors Secretary 395 
 396 
 397 
 398 
 399 
 400 


